Poster Preparation Guidelines

DISPLAY BOARD SIZE
The total area of the display board available for posters will be approximately 200 cm (width) x 170cm (height). The permanent number provided by organizing committee during registration will be placed in either the upper left or right corner. You will be sharing your display board with another poster. Therefore, poster sizes must be A0 (841 x 1189 mm) or A1 size (594 x 841 mm). Preferable size is A0 portrait. If your poster exceeds the A0 size limits, it may be cut, folded, or otherwise modified to permit both posters full use of the allotted display room.

TITLE
Your title must contain the following information:

1. Title as submitted on your abstract
2. Presenting author and all co-authors
3. Affiliation(s)

BASIC CONTENT REQUIREMENTS
Your poster presentation should contain a clear description of the following:

1. An outline of your thesis (why you did this work)
2. The method(s) used to achieve a solution
3. The results obtained
4. The conclusions

PRESENTATION
The information you display should have a professional appearance. For example, your information should be printed material, figures, or photographs that are mounted on colored paper. Preferably if all information should be easily read from at least 3 feet away from your poster.

TEXT INTRODUCTION
Preferably, if all type should be a minimum of 0.3 cm, and readable from a distance of 3 feet (approx. 1 meters).

Titles and numbers for subsections - 2.5 cm high
Headings - 1 cm high
Text - 0.5 cm high

SET UP/TAKE DOWN
Preferably to introduce the posters during registration on 11-th June or in the Morning of 12-th June. Organizing committee will assist to post them on the boards.
Your poster is to remain on view for the entire conference days.

Take Down – after closing ceremony.

YOU ARE EXPECTED TO BE AT YOUR POSTER FROM 16:30–18:30 TO DISCUSS YOUR RESULTS WITH ATTENDEES.